In the realm of current construction practices, composite wall and floor assemblies make up the majority of building production, from single family residences to high rises, and everything in between. Structure is hidden for life safety and cost purposes due to constantly evolving building codes, and the continual increase in the cost of materials and labor. These trends, along with the ever-evolving industry of mass produced, off-the-shelf, thin sheet goods, have driven buildings to be clad and composed in an excess of more and more synthetic materials with varying levels of environmental benefit, durability, or cultural value.

This studio will seek to return architecture to its material basis, reflecting on the capacity of individual materials to create innate architectural languages that shape structure, light, space, and atmosphere. These material experiments will be predominantly monomaterial and monolithic to create a focused inquiry into their individual tectonic and expressive capacities resulting in students developing their own spatial and structural vocabulary. The monolithic will be explored through research and discussion, with an emphasis on physical modelling and drawing to further investigate and represent the tactile and atmospheric potential of the materials.

PROCESS
Following a brief investigation into materials, the studio will begin with the design and fabrication of a monolith. Through this exercise, we will develop a relationship with the tectonic, expressive, figurative, and emotional potential of a single building material. Students will select from one of four materials/construction systems commonly used in current architectural production to focus on for the studio. This singular focus will provide creative constraint in the research, testing, design, and fabrication of a monolith.

Following the development of a monolith, each student will be assigned their own site and program within a North Portland neighborhood. Students will be asked to translate the spatial and structural order of their monolith in response to the demands of their program and site. As a collection of transformed monoliths, we will study how these inherently individual architectural languages interact in the urban ensemble, and inform a transfigured possible future for the neighborhood.
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